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CREATING EXCELLENCE AWARDS APPLICATIONS 

Submit your Creating Excellence Awards applications to your CTE Administrator. There 
are three opportunities for recognition - Advisory Committee, Program, and Business 
and Industry Partnerships. The link to the Superintendent’s Memo and application is 
included below. 

  

MEMO 320-20 
2020-2021 Career and Technical Education – Creating Excellence Awards 
Application (Word) 

§  MEMO 320-20, Attachment A: Secondary Application Packet (Word) 
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WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THIS GRAPH LESSON 

Which cars save drivers money in the long-run? Which ones are better for the planet? 

Students in U.S. high schools can get free digital access to The New York Times until Sept. 
1, 2021. 

This graph shows average carbon dioxide emissions per mile in terms of the average cost 
per month for cars, SUVs and other models that sell for $55,000 or less. The graph 
appeared in The New York Times. 

After looking closely at the graph above (or at this full-size image), answer these four 
questions: 

 What do you notice? 
 What do you wonder? 

 What impact does this have on you and your community? 
 What’s going on in this graph? Write a catchy headline that captures the graph’s main 

idea. 

The questions are intended to build on one another, so try to answer them in order. 
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Source: carboncounter.com by the MIT Trancik Lab | Note: The chart shows data for new cars, 
SUVs and other models that retail for $55,000 or less. The most fuel efficient trim for each car is 
included and additional trim levels are shown for cars over $35,000 if they have a lower fuel 
economy rating than other trims shown (they are less efficient) by at least 4 miles per gallon. 

 

HOW TO WIN OUT IN SATURATED MARKETS EVERY TIME 

When we stumble upon a new solution or come up with an entrepreneurial idea that 
grips us, chances are that product will have some competition. It’s just the name of the 
game in entrepreneurship. Not every field is saturated, but everything has an 
alternative. Competition can span beyond direct rivals (like all of the snow boot brands) 
and into solution competition. 
  
An example: You may think movie theaters only have other movie theaters, and maybe 
movies to watch at home, to contend with. But realistically, movie theaters are also in 
competition with every other entertaining activity that could be more enticing to 
their customers on that day or night.  
  
The products that win out are those that monopolize their customers by offering 
something nothing else in their category can touch. This is what has made products like 
Lyft or even the iPhone so successful: They introduced a special type of superiority that 
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customers just had to have. Here’s how you know a product will win out in saturated 
markets every time. 
  
1. It looks better 
Because we know that customers buy with their emotions, aesthetics play a role in their 
purchasing decisions. This is why Pinterest has been so successful as a place to 
shop. According to Hootsuite, “85% of shoppers put visuals first when shopping for 
apparel and furniture.” We buy when we like how something will look on us, in our home 
or when it’s around us frequently (like a car). This seems obvious, but the question is, 
who decides if something looks good or bad? Individual tastes account for some of that, 
but human psychology is all about perception. In other words, if a consumer is 
repetitively seeing a celebrity or an influencer wearing a certain style or choosing a certain 

aesthetic, they’re more apt to like it themselves.  
  

Read More 

 

 

FORGET BLANDING, THE NEWEST TREND IN BRANDING IS GOING 
BACKWARDS 

Forget the onslaught of sans serifs fonts, which brought about an industry-wide trend of 
has come to be known as “blanding,” and look (for a moment) beyond the creep-back-in 
of luxury brands’ traditional pre-blanding logos (as indicated by Valentino’s recent 
advertising of the return of its “V” logo, which has popped up on no shortage of 
handbags and other accessories as of late, for instance) and foundational word marks 
(a recent Saint Laurent-filed of a trademark application for its full pre-Hedi Slimane 
“Yves Saint Laurent” stylized mark for use on face masks, comes to mind). Amidst 
chaotic circumstances and an uncertain future, some founders and brand leaders are 
doing the exact opposite of everyone else. And, it is working. 
  
The traditional branding (or rebranding) process follows a linear path. Plenty of 
PowerPoint presentations meticulously mark milestones in an exact order from brand 
strategy, identity, and brand guidelines. At the end of the process, only after all the 
groundwork is laid and approved, design deliverables such as packaging, collateral, and 
digital platforms can be produced. It is a logical, linear pattern and for years it has 
remained the unquestionable, only-in-that-order path to success within most branding 
agencies. 
  
This method makes sense. It gradually builds trust and reassurance. At the same time, 
though, this process demands two hard-to-come-by luxuries in order to be successful: 
time and resources. Not to mention this by-the-book way of working sounds nothing like 
the daring origin stories told by brand leaders. The ones who built castles from crumbs 
and made steadfast strategies from conversations with customers in checkout lines. It 
makes me wonder, what could we change to be more relevant today? In an effort to find 
out, we have inverted the process to create from the outset and brought several bold 
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brands along with us. By breaking with the fixed formula for creativity, we are embracing 
what I call, backwards branding. 
  

Read More 

 

From:  The Edge Marketing News 

WHY INSTAGRAM IS A GREAT TOOL FOR EFFECTIVE SPORTS 
MARKETING 

Since its creation in October 2010, Instagram has quickly become one of the world’s 
most frequented social media applications, with over 1 billion monthly active users in 
2020. It’s clear that the user-friendly, photo-sharing network has completely changed 
what it means to view and post visual content. But how has the rise of Instagram 
affected important brands in today’s culture? Specifically, when it comes to sports 
companies, marketing tactics are focusing more on how they can appeal to users 
through the popular platform than by using other, more traditional methods. Let’s take a 
look at some reasons why Instagram may just be the most useful tool of the moment. 
  
Over one billion monthly users 
Sporting companies and brands that do not have active and relevant Instagram 
accounts are undoubtedly losing potential customers. Many sports fans use the platform 
as a tool to check news and enjoy high-quality photo content from their favourite teams, 
visiting pages that are related to the industry as well. 
  
Since its initial launch, Instagram has grown exponentially in numbers and figures, and 
what was once just another social media application is now a vital tool for marketers 
everywhere. If your brand is bound to reach more users by just making an account, 
what could you possibly have to lose? 
  

Read More 

 

From:  The Edge Marketing News 

6 DIGITAL MARKETING ASSETS YOU NEED TO USE TODAY 

Digital marketing is one of the most popular ways of creating brand awareness and 
achieving your overall conversion goal. It’s a very effective way of reaching out to your 
target audience and convincing them to buy your products or services. 
  
But in order to create a successful digital marketing campaign, you have to invest in 
tools and assets that will benefit your digital marketing strategy. So here are 6 powerful 
digital marketing assets you need to use today for the best results. 
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1. BUZZSUMO 

Your digital marketing campaign starts with some solid content creation. Without 
content, you can’t really have an effective marketing campaign that yields results. But 
this doesn’t mean that you’ll create any random content. 
As marketers, you need to know what type of content your audience will love and 
respond to. By creating content that they are interested in, you can easily increase the 
chances of converting your audience into sales, followers, or subscribers. But how will 
you know what your audience is willing to read? 
  
That’s when BuzzSumo comes in. With this tool, you can discover content ideas with 
just a few clicks. Just add your keyword in the given field and hit the Search button. It 
will display hundreds of ideas that you can steal from. 
  
It’s a brilliant tool for content research, content discovery, monitoring and tracking 
mentions, and discovering trends and updates. It’s like an all-in-one tool to identify and 
discover what your target audience is willing to read. 
  
You can start by using its trial version for 30 days to see how you like it. If you’re 
satisfied with it, you can upgrade it to the pro version, which will cost you $99/month. 
  

Read More 

 

From:  The Edge Marketing News   

THE TRUE FAILURE RATE OF SMALL BUSINESSES  

Have you heard that 90 percent of new businesses fail? Or that 50 percent of new 
businesses fail? Stick around in the entrepreneurial community long enough and you’ll 

likely hear a wide spectrum of claims, mostly falling between these two extremes. 
  

But what is the true failure rate of small businesses? And should it influence your 
decisions as an entrepreneur? 

  
WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE FAILURE RATE OF SMALL BUSINESSES 

According to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as reported by Fundera, 
approximately 20 percent of small businesses fail within the first year. By the end of the 

second year, 30 percent of businesses will have failed. By the end of the fifth year, 
about half will have failed. And by the end of the decade, only 30 percent of businesses 

will remain — a 70 percent failure rate. 
  

Of course, we have to accept several caveats in these data. Here are some common 
variables. 

 Definition of failure.  
 Annual variance.  
 Outlier events.  
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 Reporting.  
 Business health 

  
WHY THE FAILURE RATE MATTERS 

Some people wield small-business failure statistics as a tool for discouragement; they 
want to warn would-be entrepreneurs about the dangers of starting a business. But 

there’s a more useful way to study and learn from statistics like these. 

  

Read More 

 

From:  The Edge Marketing News   

50 QR CODE USES FOR MARKETING AND BUSINESS 

Not sure what to use a QR code for in business? Or perhaps you just want more 
examples for using QR codes in your next marketing campaign? Whatever your 
purpose, our list of 50 creative ways to use QR codes is sure to trigger ideas to boost 
brand awareness, attract an audience, close more sales, operate more efficiently, and 
support customers better. 
  
A QR code is a type of barcode anyone can scan and read with the camera in their 
smartphone. QR code stands for Quick Response code (“quick” because consumers 
can scan the QR code with a smartphone and get instant access to the information or 
be directed somewhere such as a website to take action). 
  
QR codes are everywhere today — on pizza boxes, flyers, receipts, signs, shop doors 
— even on plants and toilet seats! Consumers finally have learned how easy it is to 
scan QR codes with a camera app on their mobile devices. Once scanned, QR codes 
can send the user to a PDF, landing page or video, or prompt a text message 
conversation, and much more. 
  

Read More 

 

From:  The Edge Marketing News  

SPORTS MARKETING EXPERT JOSE ESHKENAZI SMEKE 
ESTIMATES WHEN SPORTS WILL RETURN TO NORMAL  

The Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted sports around the world, but everyone involved in 
sports has made adjustments. Sports teams and leagues have adapted to the situation, 
and so too have sports marketers. In light of the changes that have been made and the 
promise of vaccines, sports marketing expert Jose Eshkenazi Smeke, has an estimate 
as to when sports will return to normal. 
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Around the world, sports teams and leagues have made adjustments to allow 
competitions to resume as safely as possible. Germany was one of the first in the world 
to resume its highest soccer league, and multiple other countries followed suit. In the 
United States, the National Basketball Association was an early example of a 
successful bubble in which personnel involved in the league’s games isolated 
themselves from the rest of the world. Other countries that have resumed professional 
sports since the initial outbreak include Spain, England, Mexico and many others. 
  
The strategies that leagues have employed to operate in a responsible and reasonably 
safe manner are multifold. As mentioned, bubbles like the NBA’s are common because 
personnel faces limited risk inside a tightly controlled group. Other tactics have included 
daily testing of players, coaches, referees and production personnel, conducting media 
appearances virtually when possible and extensive testing of everyone involved. 
Leagues and teams are testing at least multiple times a week, and many are conducting 
daily COVID-19 tests. 
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Read More 

 

21 INFLUENCERS TO SHARE TOP TIPS FOR 2021 DIGITAL 
MARKETING 

As we prepare to enter a new year, we all wonder what lies ahead. 
  
2020 was anything but predictable. But what can we learn and apply to our digital 
marketing and communications strategies in 2021? 
  
Here’s how 21 influencers answer this question: What one piece of marketing advice 
would you offer to brands as we head into the new year? 
  
1. 2021 will almost certainly be a big reset for human behavior across advanced 
economies. If the news is right, distribution of vaccines will start early in the year, and 
begin returning economic and interpersonal activity to 2019-like levels. Major elections 
and political cycles in the West are at a low point as well, and political/news media 
consumption will decline while other sources take their place. As such, the best advice I 
can give for marketers is to reinvest in getting to know your audiences. Their habits are 
going to change in 2021, probably substantially. The same messaging, content, and 
distribution channels you’re using now won’t work the same—so it’s time to re-learn who 
your audiences are, what they care about, and where/how they can be reached. Now. 
  
– Rand Fishkin, SparkToro 
  
Click below to read what the other 20 had to say! 
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THIS 14-YEAR-OLD SKI DAREDEVIL IS ALREADY A PRO, AND 
TRYING NOT TO SCARE HIS PARENTS  

In this lesson, students will learn about Kai Jones and the thrilling but dangerous sport 

of freeskiing. Then, they will profile a teenage athlete in their own school or community. 

LESSON OVERVIEW 

Featured Article: “This 14-Year-Old Ski Daredevil Is Already a Pro, and Trying Not to 
Scare His Parents” by Bill Pennington 

In today’s featured article, you will meet a teenage star of freeskiing — a sport that 
involves skiing on ungroomed, usually off-piste terrain without a set course. “Kai Jones 
skis way out of bounds,” Mr. Pennington writes. “But relentless practice on and off the 
slopes gives him confidence for tricks ready-made to go viral and emblematic of 
freeskiing’s growth.” 

In this lesson, you will learn about Kai and the thrilling but dangerous sport of freeskiing. 
Then, we invite you to research teenage athletes in professional sports or your own 
community. 

WARM UP 

How much of a daredevil are you? How comfortable are you in taking physical risks 
when you do sports? Are you always trying to go faster or higher, or are you happier 
with an easier and safer experience? 

Before reading the featured article, watch the five-minute video of the then 11-year-old 
freeskier Kai Jones. Then, respond to these prompts: 

 What do you notice? What did you learn about Kai or the sport of freeskiing? 
 What do you wonder? What questions do you have about the now 14-year-old daredevil 

or the skill, the thrills and the dangers of the sport? 
 Does the video make you want to try freeskiing — or does it scare and intimidate you?  

QUESTIONS FOR WRITING AND DISCUSSION 

Read the article, then answer the following questions: 
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1. The article begins by recounting Kai Jones’s daredevil leaps off a menacing, craggy, 
35-foot mountain cliff in Wyoming backcountry when he was only 11 years old. How 
does the jump illustrate the skills, thrills and challenges of freeskiing? What does it 
reveal about Kai — his personality, his mental and physical prowess? 

2. What details about Kai’s life and personal history do you find most significant or 
fascinating? Why, in the words of his mother, Shelly, is he “never afraid to catch air”? 

3. How have Kai’s parents supported him in his passion for freeskiing? How do they 
respond to the perennial question, “Isn’t such out-of-bounds skiing, with soaring jumps 
off mammoth cliffs, just a bit dangerous?” 

4. How has the sport of freeskiing grown and changed over the years? How has 
technology like the internet affected the popularity and profitability of the sport? 

ARTICLES OF INTEREST 

 The future of work looked more remote 

Why it matters: This look at the future of work identifies 5 key ways workplace trends 

will change. Remote work is an obvious trend that is likely to outlive the pandemic, but 

this piece highlights how remote work should be leveraged to expand talent pools. 

Air travel was made a little less miserable 

Why it matters: Even before the pandemic hit, people had their pet peeves about air 

travel. This piece is an excerpt from an expert who was tasked by Swiss International 

Air Lines with making travelers less anxious. Some of the changes were so simple, it's 

hard to believe an expert had to suggest them. 

 

A couple more: Your humble editor has two additional suggestions: 

1. Put sign on the back of seats urging passengers to use their arm rests for 

leverage when they try to stand up, rather than the back of the seat in front of 

them. 

2. Put a line on the ground a few feet away from luggage carousels and ask 

travelers to stay behind the line until they see their bag. Crowding the carousel 

doesn't make a bag appear any faster, but it can cause travelers who are 

collecting their bag to bang into travelers whose bag is nowhere to be seen. 

Chewy CEO: Pet owners will keep shopping online 
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Online pet products retailer Chewy sped its plans to roll out a virtual veterinary service 

in response to calls from customers who couldn't reach their vets during the pandemic, 

CEO Sumit Singh said during a session at NRF 2021: Retail's Big Show -- Chapter 1. 

The pandemic has led pet owners to develop new online shopping habits that are likely 

to endure, he said. Full Story: CNBC  

Personal shopping goes virtual, gains fans 

Personal shopping services have long been seen as something for the very affluent, but 

luxury retailers have been working to change that and the pandemic has helped drive 

more consumers to in-store and virtual shopping services. Neiman Marcus will expand 

its personal shopper ranks from 65 to 200, Signet Jewelers offers a video chat option 

and Saks Fifth Avenue's personal stylists have largely gone virtual. 

 Full Story: BNN Bloomberg (Canada)  

 

ALDI will pay workers who take time to get vaccinated 

ALDI will join Instacart and Dollar General in providing financial support for workers who 

get the COVID-19 vaccine. ALDI, which also plans to open on-site vaccination clinics at 

its warehouses and offices, said it will offer workers who choose to get the vaccine four 

hours of pay to cover any missed time on the job. 

 Full Story: Progressive Grocer  

Netflix hits two milestones 

A star of the pandemic, Netflix announced in its earnings on Monday that it has added 

8.5 million paid subscribers to its service in the fourth quarter of 2020. That means its 

total number of subscribers now sits at a whopping 200 million, reports Bloomberg. 

Despite the new subscribers, the streaming service’s profit for the quarter was still lower 

than it was year ago. In its fourth quarter, Netflix brought in $542 million, down from 

$587 million in its fourth quarter of 2019. Total revenue, however, jumped 21% to $6.6 

billion. With that revenue jump, Netflix says it no longer needs to borrow money to keep 

its empire going. Binge away! 
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QUOTABLE QUOTE 

All of us do not have equal talent, but all of us should have 
an equal opportunity to develop our talents.  

 


